GREEN TEA - China

China, the birthplace of tea, exports many different varieties of tea. However, green
tea has always been the most popular domestically-and for good reason. Nowhere
else on earth produces as many green tea varieties, and the freshness and delicacy
of a recently harvested Chinese green is a singular treat. From nutty to fruity,
vegetal to richly creamy, Chinese green teas bring life and a restless sense of
discovery to the underrated world of green tea.
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GUNPOWDER

This high-grade gunpowder is composed of tightly
rolled tea leaves and buds. Slightly smoky with a
fruity edge. A bold but palatable everyday tea.
Cup: 2.75
Bulk 2oz: 7

Pot: 4.75
4oz: 13 8oz: 24

1lb: 45

DRAGON WELL [Long Jing]

This is a true West Lake Dragon Well, the first and
most famous producer of this popular green tea.
Fine tippy leaves produce classic Dragon Well
green tea flavor. Sweet, smooth and notes of
chestnut.
Cup: 3.25 Pot: 5.25
Bulk 2oz: 15

EMERALD GREEN [Cui Ya]

This tea from Huang Shan Mountain in Anhui
Province is an example of a green tea that is also a
yellow tea. The extra smothering process which
makes it a yellow tea contributes to its deep flavor,
compared to other greens. Rich, soothing with nice
balance between vegetal and floral notes. Ends
with a pleasant lingering on the palette
Cup: 2.75
Pot: 4.75
Bulk 2oz: 11 4oz: 20 8oz: 38 1lb: 72

JADE SPRING [Yu Quan]

A great option for the green lover who likes their
teas delicate in flavor. The sweet and vegetal notes
develops slowly with each sip, making this a more
contemplative tea. From Fujian Province.
Cup: 2.75
Bulk 2oz: 11

Pot: 4.75
4oz: 20 8oz: 38

1lb: 72

MODEST MAO [Mao Feng]

One of China’ s most famous teas, this Mao Feng
offers stripe-rolled dark green leaves full of juicy
flavor. An excellent choice for an everyday wake-up
call.
Cup: 2.75
Bulk 2oz: 11

Pot: 4.75
4oz: 20 8oz: 32

1lb: 55

SILVER HOOK

This tea’ s name describes the shape of the
elegantly twisted leaves, which contributes to a
flavor that is pleasantly rich and full.
Cup: 2.75
Bulk 2oz: 10

Pot: 4.75
4oz: 19 8oz: 35

1lb: 65

SNOW BUD [Xue Ya]

A high mountain varietal from Fujian province. This
down covered tea displays a nice mouthfeel with a
very pleasant floral sweetness that makes this a
very enjoyable tea for any occasion.
Cup: 2.75
Bulk 2oz: 10

Pot: 4.75
4oz: 18 8oz: 34

SUPER PHOENIX

1lb: 65

Buttery in texture and chestnut-y in flavor, this
hand rolled Chinese green is a great pick for those
looking to discover what the appeal of Chinese
green teas are about. Harvested once a year in SW
China.
Cup: 2.75
Pot: 4.75
Bulk 2oz: 10 4oz: 19 8oz: 35 1lb: 65

